Privacy Policy
MVP Health Plan, Inc., MVP Health Services Corp. and MVP Health Insurance Company
(collectively, “MVP Health Care”) maintain standards for the protection of privacy over the
Internet. This statement is intended to explain the types of information MVP Health Care may
obtain about visitors to our website and how the information is used.
Our website collects non-personally-identifying information the help us to better understand how
visitors use our website. This includes typical information such as the browser type, pages
viewed, referring site, and the date and time of each visitor request. This information is not
shared with third parties.
Visitors to our website can choose to provide individually identifiable information to MVP Health
Care by submitting a form requesting information, signing up for electronic communication, or
registering for a meeting.
Our website utilizes re-marketing cookies to advertise on third party websites. After visiting
joinmvpmedicare.com, advertising that we think may be of interest to users may be shown on
other sites visited by our users. This allows us to provide special offers and continue to market
our services to those who have shown interest in our Medicare products. You may opt-out of
these re-marketing cookies by visiting The Trade Desk opt-out page and the Google advertising
opt-out page.
We do not sell information obtained online about our visitors to anyone. We may disclose
information obtained online to our partners who help us provide you with MVP Health Care
services or products, if the law requires us to make the disclosure, or disclosure is necessary to
protect the safety of customers, employees or property.
MVP Health Care does not transmit unsolicited “junk” email (spam). We may use email to
communicate with visitors, to respond to emails, to confirm information online and to send
requested information. If unwanted email is received from us, please reply and ask that we no
longer send future emails (simply type “remove” in the body of your reply).
Please know that email messages may be viewed by other Internet users while in transit to
MVP. If you have individualized information to communicate to MVP and wish it to remain
confidential, you should not use the email functionality on MVP’s website. Rather, contact
MVP’s Customer Care Center at 1-888-MVP-MBRS (1-888-687-6277).
MVP Health Care is committed to privacy on our site. We require our employees to protect the
privacy of information about our customers.
The MVP Health Care website may contain links to other sites. We are not responsible for the
content or the privacy practices they employ.
To improve the services MVP Health Care can offer you, MVP Health Care may opt to expand
its capabilities for obtaining information about users in the future. MVP Health Care will update
this privacy statement continually to ensure that you are aware of developments in this area.
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MVP Health Care has adopted privacy ethics that state our commitment and define our policy
safeguarding customer privacy.
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